ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Clock skew optimization (CSO) [1] has been exploited as an effective technique to improve the timing performance of integrated circuits (ICs), by assigning intentional clock arrival times to flip-flops (FFs) in synchronized sequential circuits. Earlier works in this domain [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] try to find a good clock schedule that maximizes the timing slack of all paths. Recently, with the introduction of tunable clock tree to combat process variation [9] , researchers have also presented various post-silicon clock skew tuning techniques to improve circuit timing performance [6, 8, [10] [11] [12] .
All the above works ensure that circuits can always operate correctly, even in the worst case scenario. With the everincreasing static process variation effects due to manufacturing imperfection and dynamic variation effects such as voltage and temperature fluctuations, a large guard band needs to be reserved when conducting clock skew optimization, leading to rather limited performance improvement room for such conservative approaches. Instead, timing speculation technique such as Razor [14] allows infrequent occurrence of timing errors and achieves timing error resilience by employing error detection and correction techniques. This "better than worst-case" dePermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ICCAD 2011, November 7-10, 2011, San Jose, California, USA.
sign methodology enables the tradeoff between reliability and performance/power and hence can achieve much better energy efficiency. It has thus received lots of research attention from both academia and industry [14] [15] [16] .
To the best of our knowledge, there is no clock skew optimization work for circuits equipped with timing speculation capability. This is unfortunate, because these two techniques naturally complement each other and combining them together is able to achieve much better timing performance. On the one hand, with timing speculation, we do not need to guarantee "always correct" operation during clock skew optimization, which significantly enlarges the improvement room of skew optimization techniques. On the other hand, clock skew tuning can be used to manipulate the occurrence of timing errors in the circuit in such manner that those frequently sensitized paths are with larger timing slack and hence the overall timing error rate of the circuit can be reduced, resulting in better throughput of the circuit.
Motivated by the above, in this paper, we propose a novel online skew tuning framework for circuits equipped with timing speculation capability. To be specific, we develop novel hardware architecture to collect online timing error information and use it to guide our proposed clock skew tuning procedure to achieve better timing performance. Experimental results on various benchmark circuits demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed methodology. Note that, our framework focus on post-silicon skew tuning, and hence it can easily be combined with pre-silicon skew scheduling works.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the preliminaries of this work. The proposed online skew tuning framework and the corresponding algorithms are then detailed in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Next, Section 5 presents our experimental results on various benchmark circuits. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
PRELIMINARIES AND MOTIVATION

Pre-Silicon Clock Skew Scheduling
Generally speaking, pre-silicon clock skew scheduling can be classified into two categories by different optimization objectives: performance-driven ones [1, 2] to achieve the highest operational frequency and timing yield-driven ones [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 10] to maximize yield under a particular clock period. Considering the variability of critical path delays, some prior works (e.g., [1, 2] ) allocated a safety margin with both upper and lower bounds to each feasible region of clock skews in advance in order to minimize clock period, and some other works (e.g., [4] [5] [6] [7] ) used statistical models to optimize this problem. All these works try to assign a good clock schedule at design stage, relying on static timing analysis results and process variation models. These offline estimation/analysis techniques, however, cannot provide very accurate timing information and hence limit the effectiveness of pre-silicon clock skew scheduling solutions.
Post-Silicon Clock Skew Tuning
Recently, post-silicon tuning capability has been introduced to clock tree design to remove unintentional skews and boost timing yield under increasing process variations [8] . A representative example is Intel's dual-core Itanium processor, which places tunable delay buffers (TDBs) in the clock distribution network to cancel clock skew variations [9] . These TDBs can be programmed from the test access port (TAP).
To realize post-silicon skew tuning, the design of tunable delay buffers is important and various design schemes have been presented in the literature [10] . With the help of TDB designs, the authors of [11] proposed a post-silicon clock timing adjustment strategy, but how to program the tunable elements and determine their locations is not addressed. In [10, 12] , the authors combined a statistical timing driven skew scheduling algorithm with a post-silicon clock tuning scheme.
The above works rely on offline testing to obtain timing information and use it for post-silicon clock tuning. Path delay test generation, however, is an extremely difficult problem and the coverage is usually quite low. More importantly, with technology scaling, the discrepancy between circuits' timing behavior in functional mode and that in structural test mode has dramatically increased [13] . Due to the above, the effectiveness of existing post-silicon clock skew tuning techniques is also limited.
Timing Speculation
Circuit-level timing speculation technique, being able to detect timing errors at online stage, react to the error quickly and recover from it by rolling back to a known-good pre-error state, has become one of the most promising solutions to deal with the ever-increasing static and dynamic variation effects with technology scaling. Various techniques have been presented for online timing error detection. Without loss of generality, we employ the representative Razor flip-flop (refer to [14] for details) to detect timing errors in this work, by replacing all critical FFs that are driven by speed-paths (i.e., critical or near-critical paths) of the circuit with Razor-FFs.
Motivation
Targeting circuits equipped with timing speculation capability, this work is motivated by the following observations. A specific manufactured circuit has its unique characteristics (e.g., path delay distribution), which is difficult to estimate during design stage or costly to characterize with delay testing techniques accurately. Consequently, a large design guard band needs to be reserved for conventional clock skew optimization techniques. With timing speculation, however, we do not need to guarantee "always correct" operation, which dramatically increases the flexibility and improvement room of clock skew optimization techniques. While existing timing speculation techniques are able to apply dynamic voltage/frequency scaling to achieve better energy-performance tradeoff using timing error rate information, this is conducted at the entire circuit level. With online clock skew tuning capability, we can manipulate timing error rate in a fine-grained manner so that those frequently sensitized paths are with larger timing slack, and hence reduce the overall timing error rate of the circuit.
The above motivates us to design a novel online clock skew tuning framework, as shown in Fig. 1 , wherein we collect runtime timing error information and use it to guide our clock skew tuning process to achieve better circuit performance, as detailed in the following sections. 
DESIGN FOR ONLINE CLOCK SKEW TUNING
Circuit equipped with timing speculation capability can detect and correct infrequent timing errors, but it does not support the collection of timing error information, let alone clock skew tuning. Consequently, we need to add additional circuitries into the design to achieve this objective.
Basic Tuning Block
To monitor and manage system timing behavior as shown in Fig. 1 , the most aggressive design would be to record the timing errors occurred on each Razor-FF and conduct clock skew tuning individually. Clearly, such design will introduce unaffordable hardware cost, and complicate the clock skew tuning procedure. A more practical approach is hence to group adjacent Razor-FFs together to form a basic tuning block, wherein we collect timing errors occurred in it together and we insert only one tunable delay buffer for each block to apply skew tuning. Within each block, all FFs receive the same clock signal, whose skew is controlled by the control unit (see Fig. 1 ). Note that, due to the above, clock skew tuning will only affect paths between blocks.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the error signal will be set as 1 once timing error is detected by the corresponding Razor-FF. These error signals are "ORed" together and connected to a counter (see Fig. 2 ). Since the likelihood of having multiple Razor-FFs in a block to have timing errors simultaneously is quite low, the above design saves area cost with little accuracy loss. The carry-out signal of counter can be used to indicate whether the counter is full.
Timing Error Collection and Clock Skew Tuning Mechanism
One challenging issue in the proposed framework is how to online collect timing error information from all the distributed blocks to the system-level control unit. The most straightforward solution would be to connect the error counter of every block to the control unit. This strategy, however, incurs unaffordable routing cost to the system.
To tackle this problem, we propose a serially shifting mechanism and the proposed architecture is depicted in Fig. 3 . In this mechanism, the distributed error counters can be reconfigured to work as a shift register by adding some additional control logic. In other words, the error counter has two operational modes: counting mode and shifting mode. In counting mode, the number of timing errors occurred in the corresponding block is accumulated. Whenever an error counter is full (indicated by the carry out signal), the system-level control unit will receive a "full" signal from this block and then set all the counters into shifting mode to collect timing errors from all blocks. In shifting mode, the FFs in all counters are serially linked as a shift register and their values are shifted out to control unit without disturbing the normal operation of the system. With this mechanism, we are able to collect timing error information in a sampling way during a certain tuning period by assuming that timing error rate in shifting mode is the same with that during counting mode. At the end of each tuning period , control unit determines the skew setting for each block based on the collected timing error information, and sends out the corresponding control signals to the tunable delay buffers equipped with each basic tuning blocks, using a similar shifting mechanism. In other words, control signals are serially shifted into the configuration registers and they are applied in parallel when ready for applying skew tuning.
PROPOSED ALGORITHMS 4.1 Grouping Algorithm for Tuning Block Formation
Since each tuning block is equipped with only one tunable delay buffer, we would like to have all the FFs within a block to lie in the same subtree 1 from the viewpoint of clock tree structure, so that we can simply insert the TDB in the root node of this subtree. This grouping problem studied here is to determine a grouping plan with maximum system controllability satisfying / < , wherein is the total number of blocks after grouping and is total FF count. Here, system controllability is defined as (1− / ), wherein represents the number of critical paths inside blocks and is the total number of critical paths in the whole circuit. Larger controllability means that more critical paths are outside blocks after grouping. The proposed grouping procedure is a bottom-up approach based on the physical layout of the synthesized clock tree structure, detailed in Fig. 5 .
First of all, we initialize all the leaf nodes as subtrees (Line 4∼5), and then try to merge them together to form larger subtrees (Line 6∼10). The decision on whether to merge subtrees or not depends on the critical path count in the merged subtree. To trade off system controllability and hardware cost, we allow a certain number (specified as parameter ) of critical paths inside subtrees. Consequently, the criterion used to 1 The concept "subtree" used in the context of clock tree means the same concept with "block", which will not be explicitly explained in the following.
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Figure 5: Proposed Grouping Algorithm
decide merging becomes whether the number of critical paths within a subtree is less than a parameter (see Line 8) : if the critical path count in the new subtree is less than , we merge its children subtrees together; otherwise, we have to treat its children subtrees as different blocks. By doing so, in the case with = 1, we obtain subtrees without any critical path inside them as shown in Fig. 4 (a) , where the subtrees are outlined by the dash line rectangles. We can see that the two wends of any critical path are included in different subtrees. However, it is not necessary to collect timing errors and add tunable delay buffer for every block. For the ease of discussion, let us first define four types of FFs according to their relationships to critical paths: (i) BR-type FFs, serving as both beginner and receiver of critical path; (ii) R-type FFs, serving as only receiver of critical path; (iii) B-type FFs, serving as only beginner of critical path; (iv) C-type FFs, common FFs, serving as neither beginner nor receiver of critical path. Based on this, we define four types of subtrees/blocks as listed in Table 1 according to the FF types these blocks contain. For example, if a certain block contains no BR-type FF but R-type FF inside, it is defined as R-type block no matter whether it has B-type or C-type FF. Based on this categorization, we have the following observation: for those FFs that are not included in BR-type blocks, their optimal skews can be easily determined offline at design stage and hence there is no need to tune their skews at runtime.
With the above, we can conclude that only BR-type block needs to be equipped with both timing error collection and tuning capabilities, R-type blocks requires to have timing error collection capability only, while the other two types do not need to be observed or tuned at runtime. Therefore, we can get the final set of tuning blocks as shown in Fig. 4 (b) (again, for the case with = 1). By incrementing parameter , we can obtain grouping outcome with less blocks until satisfying the pre-defined requirement / < . To get proper grouping faster, a binary search method can be used to set the parameter , instead of incrementing its value by one each time.
Skew Tuning Algorithm
Our proposed clock skew tuning technique is comprised of two phases: (i) offline phase (see Fig. 6 ) and (ii) online phase (see Fig. 7 ). By taking online timing error information into consideration, online clock skew tuning can optimize the circuit's timing performance based on the variation characteristics of a specific chip and the actual path sensitization of applications.
Before introducing our algorithms in detail, let us discuss how to setup the skew tuning step for each block first. To guarantee that there exists no silent errors (i.e., timing errors occurs on those FFs that are not protected with Razor-like If
If is B-type FF 4.
Set skew level of = 1 5.
Else if is R-type FF 6.
Set skew level of = 5
Figure 6: Proposed Algorithm in Offline Phase
detectors), we constrain the maximum tunable skew values of TDBs to ensure enough timing margin is kept for non-Razor FFs. If the timing threshold (e.g., = 80% of clock cycle period) is used to set up Razor-FFs, the maximum tunable skew is
wherein is clock cycle period and is a safety margin. Five tuning skew levels 2 as shown in Table 2 are used in our implementation, and all the skew levels are set to be 3 initially. As discussed in Section 4.1, for all those FFs that are not included in BR-type blocks after grouping procedure, their optimal skew tuning can be simply determined at design stage, as shown in Fig 6. Besides, the most important part of proposed tuning algorithm is online phase, a heuristic approach targeting the FFs in BR-type blocks beyond above offline phase. It is, however, rather difficult to determine the skew setting of BR-type blocks, because any action taken to a block is possible to be a double-edged sword: either worsen the block itself to benefit the blocks as the receivers of critical paths starting from this block or improve itself to worsen the receivers. Consequently, we need to determine it at online phase (see Fig. 7 ). To tackle the above problem, we first define the benefit for 2 Tuning forwardly/backwardly means decreasing/increasing the skew level.
block as below,
wherein ( ) is error rate of block , and is the block set including block itself and all the blocks as the receivers of critical paths starting from block . If ( ) ≥ 0, the tuning action to block in last tuning period is considered to be beneficial, otherwise it is not beneficial.
First of all, we consider those blocks that do not have timing errors during the last tuning period (Lines 1∼15). Since these blocks do not encounter errors, it is very likely that they have extra timing budgets. Our tuning process for these blocks decreases the timing budgets of blocks without errors, while relaxing the timing stress of blocks with errors. After that, our focus is changed to those blocks with errors (Line 16∼27). This procedure is repeated periodically. The proposed online tuning algorithm can be seen as a greedy heuristic, which tries to handle the block with the highest error rate each time. The mechanism to cancel those tuning actions that do not bring any benefits can guarantee to reduce the timing error rates of the overall system step by step.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental Setup
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed online skew tuning methodology, we conduct experiments on several large ISCAS'89 and IWLS'05 benchmarks. We synthesize these circuits, generate clock tree structures, and obtain timing information using Synopsys EDA tools. To take process variation effect into consideration, we perform Monte Carlo simulation to inject gate-level delay variation following Gaussian distribution with standard deviation equal to 5%.
We set the top 5% longest paths as critical paths and treat their receivers as Razor-FFs, and we assume with the help of error recovery mechanism, we can roll back the system once timing error is detected and we can lower system frequency for a short while to re-compute the result in the failure cycle. Similar with [15] , we can trade off timing error rate with clock cycle period to achieve a higher throughput according to the # C: the set of BR-type blocks, C ⊂ B # : BR-type block,
Initialize ( ) after 1st tuning period 1 , for ∀ 3.
For ∀ :
Repeat for each tuning period
Else set → = 13.
Else → + + // cancel last action 14.
Set 
wherein is clock cycle period, ( ) is the percentage of cycles to have timing errors, and is the penalty due to error cycle occurring. This penalty includes both the cycles of wasted execution that must be discarded when an error occurs and the time spent on checkpointing and re-execution. According to [15] , we assume the penalty to be 10 cycles.
We assume there are five discrete tuning levels and we conduct simulation with random inputs in our experiments. The tuning period for the proposed algorithm is set as 100,000 cycles. Note that, longer period can be used in practical applications. The experiments are conducted on a 2.8GHz PC with 4GB RAM.
To provide a reasonable baseline reference, we utilize the Useful Skew Technique of IC Compiler to optimize the skews during the CAD process. The minimum clock cycle period reported by IC Compiler considering non-Razor case is denoted as . The optimal clock cycle period with reasonable error cycle rate, selected according to Equation 3 , is denoted as and used as the baseline solution. Note that, any design-phase clock skew scheduling algorithm can be combined with our post-silicon skew tuning framework as an initial solution. The offline phase of proposed skew tuning algorithm is denoted as and the online phase is denoted as .
Results and Discussion
In Table 3 , we present the result for our grouping algorithm. The parameter used to constrain the total number of blocks (see Section 4.1) is set to be 2% for small scale benchmarks (s38584 and s38417 ), and 0.5% for large benchmarks (ethernet and des perf ). Assuming skew tuning algorithm is implemented with software, the proposed architecture (see Fig. 3 ) is implemented and the additional hardware cost to enable on- Table 3 . As can be seen, the costs are within 4% for small benchmark circuits and within 1% for larger ones, and they are strongly related to the number of basic tuning blocks in the circuit. The runtime to finish grouping procedure is illustrated in Column 7.
Firstly, we consider one particular instance of the benchmark circuits (i.e., under a specific variation pattern). In Table 4 , is the optimal clock period selected according to Equation 3 .
. is the corresponding error cycle rate under selected clock period , and ℎ. is the corresponding throughput. We can see that, for 38584, the baseline can obtain 4.40% throughput improvement compared with , a non-Razor solution optimized by IC Compiler. This improvement reflects the efficacy of Razor technique, which is not the main contribution of this work. With error information collection and clock skew tuning capa- , and online phase , again, can achieve extra 5.25% improvement compared with . Similarly, the results of other benchmark circuits are also listed in Table 4 , and we can see that relatively larger improvement can be achieved with larger benchmark circuits.
To have a closer look into the clock tuning process, we present experimental results in Fig. 8 , using benchmark circuits 38584 and ℎ as the representative of small and relatively larger benchmarks, respectively. Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 8 (c) show that the three curves in each figure have similar trend with respect to increasing cycle period, while the lowest error cycle rate is always achieved by . Using the skew setting of as initial state, tunes the skews periodically (see Section 4.2 for details). The error cycle rates of first 10 tuning periods under the optimal clock period selected by are illustrated in Fig. 8 (b) and Fig. 8 (d) to present the change of error cycle rate during online tuning. One notable finding from these figures is that proposed skew tuning can achieve similar decreasing effect of error cycle rate with that of clock period increasing. In other words, by tuning skews we can achieve the error cycle rate as low as the case with laxer clock period.
Finally, we conduct Monte Carlo simulation to produce 100 sample circuits with different variation patterns. Fig. 9 indicates that the mean of selected clock period after applying is much smaller than that of , thanks to clock skew tuning. More importantly, with the same process variation distribution, the clock period distribution of is with much smaller standard deviation when compared to . This is expected, because, unlike offline solutions that can at best optimize the circuit according to a given process variation model, online clock skew tuning takes advantage of the knowledge on each individual chip by timing error collection and facilitates to obtain an optimized chipspecific skew assignment. The corresponding mean clock period and standard deviation of each case are indicated in Fig. 9 in the form of ( , ).
CONCLUSION
Clock skew optimization is a widely-used technique to improve circuit timing performance, in which we assign intentional clock arrival times to FFs in synchronized sequential circuits. Traditionally, a large timing guard band needs to be reserved due to various variation effects. In this work, with the support of elaborately designed hardware architecture, we propose an online clock skew tuning framework for circuits equipped with timing speculation capability. By observing the occurrence of timing errors at runtime and tuning clock skews accordingly, the proposed technique is able to achieve much better timing performance when compared to existing clock skew optimization solutions, as demonstrated in our experimental results.
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